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Survey Overview
Many believe most learning occurs informally. Until recently, however, informal learning was largely outside the
awareness and influence of learning professionals. With the widespread use of technology‐enabled informal
learning, that is changing. Professionals responsible for learning and areas like sales effectiveness are now
developing strategies that incorporate these new technologies to tackle their most important sales and strategic
business objectives. This study shows that these technologies can be used to address business problems with
success – but the content needs to be designed in a way that promotes learner use.
As with the implementation of any new technology, companies are on a learning curve of their own when it comes
to using informal learning technologies effectively: fewer than one in three respondents said that their companies
implemented technology‐enabled informal learning well. This study of 110 professionals across learning, sales and
marketing functions reveals where, why and how well technology‐enabled informal learning is used – and where it
is best used – as part of both a broad learning strategy as well as to improve sales effectiveness.

Key Findings
•

There is high adoption of informal learning technologies: 47% or more have adopted nine of 15 informal
learning technologies.

•

Analytics/reporting continues to challenge respondents: while more than 78% said their companies
performed at or above average in planning/assessing needs, repurposing/designing content and
delivering content/connecting people, 36% said their companies performed poorly in analytics/reporting.

•

Reducing costs and increasing access, sharing and the timeliness of content were among the top reasons
why technology‐enabled informal learning worked well for a variety of business and sales objectives.

•

The most appropriate type of content for technology‐enabled informal learning, by far, is short in
duration, followed by content that is frequently changing and easy for many to create/update.

•

Product training was the most common topic for technology‐enabled informal learning. Product
launch/update was the most common business problem and sales objective for using technology‐enabled
informal learning.

•

Sales‐related training (specifically product/technical) and new hire training were the best topics for
technology‐enabled informal learning. Among the least used areas for technology‐enabled informal
learning are interpersonal, management and leadership training.

•

Companies plan to grow their use of technology‐enabled informal learning in three areas: training for
management/supervisors, new hires, continuous improvement (e.g., Lean).

•

More than one in four companies plan to start using mobile, communities of practice, mentor networks
and expert directories in their learning strategy.
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I: What Is Technology‐Enabled Informal Learning?
The survey defined technology‐enabled informal learning as continuous learning that takes place independent of
instructors or courses through social, collaborative or on‐demand tools that allow learners and experts to share
content with each other.
Learning professionals play at least two roles in supporting learners’ use of technology‐enabled informal learning:
1) In providing technologies that enable people to easily create and share content
2) In developing content that is then shared informally rather than by instructors
In using the term technology‐enabled informal learning, we seek to focus not on the technology, but rather on
how it supports learners by enabling them to learn from each other and from experts, in addition to from those
formally charged with training responsibilities.
In fact, technology‐enabled informal learning shifts responsibility for learning to learners, who play a more active
role not only in their own learning but in the learning of their peers. In other words, technology‐enabled informal
learning reduces learners’ dependency on learning professionals and gives them an unprecedented ability to lead
their own development in a way that learning professionals can observe.
What technologies support informal learning? A list of 15 technologies are included in Figure 1 below.
Figure 1
“Which of the following technologies does your company use to support informal learning?”
Conferencing software

5%

91%

Short‐form content (e.g., job aids)

12%

79%

Short e‐learning pieces

20%

73%

Surveys and polls

14%

73%

Quizzes

8%

69%

Chat/forums

52%

Blogs and microblogs

50%

Communities of practice

48%

Video (e.g., YouTube‐like)

47%

Podcasts

43%

Wikis

42%

Mentor networks

19%
14%
28%

10%
24%
17%

36%

Expert directories

24%

30%

Mobile learning

33%

21%
0%

Planned Use

21%

40%

Social networking software

Current Use

23%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

120%

Percent of Respondents

N= 108
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Other technologies respondents reported using were the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standardized tag clouds
Learning portals and informal learning platforms
Devices like the iPad
Virtual worlds
Coaching libraries
Question or assist lines

II. Why Use Technology‐Enabled Informal Learning?
Business Reasons for Using Technology‐Enabled Informal Learning
Before getting into why and where respondents use technology‐enabled informal learning, we asked them about
the most strategic business problems that they had been asked to address with a learning solution (regardless of
method).
As Figure 2 shows, nearly half of respondents (45%) said that their most strategic business problems related to
maintaining knowledge and skills for product launch/updates and sales methodology and effectiveness.
Figure 2
“What is the most strategic business problem your organization has been asked to address with some kind of
learning solution?” [open‐ended]

Product launch/update

29%

Sales methodology/effectiveness

16%

Revenue/lead generation

10%

Process/best practice

9%

Customer service/satisfaction

8%

Leadership/strategy

6%

Cost reduction

6%

Compliance

4%

Competitive market intelligence

4%

Retaining employees' knowledge

3%

Financial acumen

2%

Project management

2%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

Percent of Comments

N = 93 Comments
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Performance of Technology‐Enabled Informal Learning for Any Business Problem
Given these learning priorities, where does technology‐enabled informal learning fit in? As the survey revealed,
technology‐enabled informal learning is used to help close gaps in knowledge and skills for a broad range of
business problems. Over half of all respondents say that it worked well as part of the learning solution for their
most strategic business problem, as illustrated in Figure 3.
Figure 3
“How well do you think technology‐enabled informal learning did or would perform as part of the learning
solution for the most strategic business problem your organization has been asked to address?”

8%

Poor
Average

35%

Well

57%

N = 98
When respondents elaborated on why it worked well or did not for their specific business problems, they gave the
following reasons most frequently, listed below in order of most to least often mentioned:
Most Common Reasons Why It Worked Well:
•
•
•
•
•

Reduced costs (e.g., by reducing travel expenses and time in classroom)
Promoted sharing, connecting and collaboration among peers and experts
Expanded reach to learners across multiple dispersed locations
Encouraged learner participation and engagement
Provided content when learners needed it (e.g., on the job, and to reinforce forgotten formal learning)

Most Common Reasons Why It Did Not Work Well:
•
•
•
•

Learners were not interested in content or comfortable using the technologies
Lacked support of leaders and managers (along with restrictive company policies and rules)
Lacked strategy and preparation to deploy it successfully
Topic required more personal interaction and the opportunity to practice with others
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“Please share an example of a successful use of technology‐enabled informal learning to address a business
problem at your company.”
Those who shared examples focused on three main uses of these technologies:
1) Support for Specific Functional Areas or Groups – using interactive discussion sites, communities of
practice, social networking tools, blogs, chat and mentoring
2) Employee and Customer Support for Product Rollouts – using interactive and archived web conferencing
and short videos to demonstrate product capabilities with both employees and customers
3) Strategic Initiatives and Leadership Communication – promoting awareness of initiatives and leaders’
directions using blogs and interactive webinars

Reasons for Using Technology‐Enabled Informal Learning within Sales
Survey participants were also asked to select the top sales objectives for which they were using technology‐
enabled informal learning as part of the solution. As Figure 4 clearly shows, the most popular choice was providing
quick and easy ways to share frequently‐changing content.
Figure 4
“What were the top three sales objectives your company sought to achieve by incorporating technology‐
enabled informal learning into the sales learning solution?” [from a list of options]

Provide quick ways to share frequently‐changing content (e.g., product)

76%

Shorten sales cycle/time to quota

58%

Encourage more sharing among sales team members

53%

Increase sales for a given product (e.g., by providing better info.)

50%

Drive higher margins (e.g., by decreasing cost of sales/training)

30%

Increase sharing between sales, channel partners & buyers

23%

Decrease salesperson turnover (e.g., by improving support)

12%
0%
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20%
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50%
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70%

80%

Percent of Respondents

N = 66
Respondents were also asked in an open‐ended way about their top sales objectives for using technology‐enabled
informal learning. Their responses were categorized into broad areas of sales learning needs. As Figure 5 shows,
product launch / updates was the most frequently‐mentioned target area for using technology‐enabled informal
learning in sales. When the results from figures 4 and 5 are viewed together, it is clear that being able to update
rapidly‐changing product information quickly is a key driver of using technology‐enabled informal learning in sales.
Sales learning professionals feel that they have finally found a delivery method that can keep pace with the
learning needs that rapid or agile product development cycles create.
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Figure 5
“If your company uses technology‐enabled informal learning in support of your sales organization, what was the
top sales objective it was used to help achieve?” [open‐ended]
Product launch/updates
Revenue/lead generation
Sales methodology/effectiveness
Customer service/satisfaction
Marketing/brand awareness
Competitive market intelligence
Cost reduction
Financial acumen

30%
20%
19%
11%
11%
4%
4%
2%
0%

5%

10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%
Percent of Comments

N = 58 Comments

Performance of Technology‐Enabled Informal Learning for Sales Objectives
Given that the sales objectives shown in Figure 5 were for technology‐enabled informal learning specifically (and
not just any type of learning solution), one might have expected a higher percentage of respondents to say that
technology‐enabled informal learning worked better for those sales objectives. However, about the same
percentage said that technology‐enabled informal learning worked well for their sales objectives (54%) as did
those who said it worked well for their overall business problems (57%). Compare Figure 3 to Figure 6 below.
Figure 6
“How well did technology‐enabled informal learning perform as part of the learning solution for your top sales
objective?”

8%

Poor
Average
53%

39%

Well

N =55
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Several respondents provide some insight into why they thought technology‐enabled informal learning worked
well, listed below from the most to least often‐cited reasons.
Top Reasons Why Technology‐Enabled Informal Learning Worked Well for Specific Sales Objectives:
•
•
•

Provided quick and convenient access to content for more people around the world
Afforded learners and experts new opportunities to connect, solve problems and ask/answer questions
Received executive sponsorship and support

Lack of experience was among the only reasons that respondents gave for not believing that technology‐enabled
informal learning worked well in sales.

Learner‐Specific Reasons Why Technology‐Enabled Informal Learning Is Used
Independent of the strategic business problems or sales objectives for which companies may be using technology‐
enabled informal learning, they also had learner‐specific reasons for choosing it over other methods for addressing
gaps in knowledge and skills. These reasons have to do with the effectiveness and efficiency of technology‐enabled
informal learning over alternative methods. After all, with many corporate learning and training groups continuing
to feel the effects of budget tightening, learning leaders are looking for ways to do more with less.
As Figure 7 shows, respondents were particularly focused on the benefits of learner access, self‐service and ease of
use. Respondents elaborated on their selections by emphasizing how informal web‐based technologies allow
them to expand their reach without increasing costs. In regards to building a community of sharing, respondents
also included the responsibility for keeping content fresh.
Figure 7
“What were the top three reasons behind your company’s decision to adopt technology‐enabled informal
learning?”

Make content accessible to more learners

68%

Increase learners' ability to self‐serve

65%

Provide quick/easy ways to update & share fresh content

59%

Promote culture of sharing among peers, mentors & experts

48%

Improve relevancy (e.g., by personalization, ratings, search)

19%

Track usage patterns to improve decisions

15%

Increase brand awareness or customer loyalty

13%

Other (please specify below)

5%
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70%

80%

Percent of Respondents

N = 108
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Among the other reasons respondents gave were the following:
•
•

Make training more engaging and fun
Reduce time spent in the classroom

III. Types of Content for Technology‐Enabled Informal Learning
Survey respondents were asked about general types of content and topic‐specific types of content for which
technology‐enabled informal learning was best suited.

General Types of Content
As Figure 8 shows, by far the most desirable type of content for informal learning is short content. Among the
many respondents who went on to describe how short the content should be, the vast majority said under an
hour. Of those who said it should less than an hour in length, most said that it should be less than 15 minutes long.
Figure 8
“What content types (e.g., by length, creation source, change frequency) do you think are most appropriate for
technology‐enabled informal learning?” [open‐ended]

Short or chunked information (e.g., steps)

56%

Frequently changing (fluid or unstable content)

18%

Easy for multiple users to create/update

11%

Highly important and relevant topics

8%

Basic facts or introductory knowledge

7%
0%
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20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Percent of Comments

N =88 comments

Topic‐Specific Content
Nearly two‐thirds of respondents use technology‐based informal learning for product training, as Figure 9 shows.
The strongest growth areas (where respondents indicated their companies plan to use it) are in
management/supervisory training, continuous improvement, customer service, new hire orientation/onboarding
and leadership development.
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Figure 9
“For which of the following topics does your company incorporate technology‐enabled informal learning into
the learning solution?”
Product training

12%

65%

Compliance/mandatory

8%

62%

Professional education (e.g., industry‐specific)

60%

13%

IT/systems training

59%

15%

New employee orientation/onboarding

57%

Customer service

22%
21%

55%

Desktop applications

55%

11%

Sales

54%

14%

Continuous improvement (e.g., quality, Lean)

51%

Marketing

51%

Management/supervisory

26%
20%

45%

Sales management

14%

38%

Interpersonal skills

12%

37%

Channel partners/distributors

13%

35%
0%

10%

Planned Use

10%

47%

Leadership/executive development

Current Use

22%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

Percent of Respondents

N = 103
A different picture emerges when respondents were asked to list only a few topics for which technology‐enabled
informal learning works best: Figure 10 shows the eight topics they selected most frequently.
Figure 10
“For which topic areas does technology‐enabled informal learning work best and why?”
Sales

25%

New employee orientation/onboarding

20%

Product training

15%

IT/systems training

13%

Compliance/mandatory

13%

Continuous improvement (e.g., Lean)

10%

Customer service

8%

Desktop applications

7%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

Percent of Respondents

N = 100 Comments
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There was significant overlap among respondents’ reasons why technology‐enabled informal learning was well‐
suited to any given topic. Those who selected specific topics reported that technology‐enabled informal learning
worked well in those topic areas because the content:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Needed to get to a large number of physically dispersed learners
Changed rapidly and needed to be updated frequently
Already existed as formal content so could be repurposed
Was able to be chunked into shorter segments, steps or levels
Was in an area that required reinforcement by repetition and practice
Could be used to help build community, connect people and encourage peer‐to‐peer sharing
Was the same for all learners

Sales Topic‐Specific Types of Content
As with the general topic areas, 47% of respondents used technology‐enabled informal learning for most of the
sales topics, as Figure 11 shows.
Figure 11
“For which of the following topics does your sales organization incorporate technology‐enabled informal
learning into the learning solution?”
Understanding technical/product information

10%

74%

Communicating the value proposition

12%

69%

Identifying customer needs

58%

Representing client success stories

57%

Maintaining good customer relations

22%
17%
19%

56%

Qualifying leads

52%

Positioning against the competition

52%

Acquiring sales best practices

52%

21%
19%
23%

Overcoming customer objections

48%

21%

Understanding the target customer profile

48%

23%

Using CRM effectively

47%

Planned Use

23%

Negotiating and closing sales

35%

Communicating with executives

34%

16%

Understanding financial fundamentals

32%

19%

Forecasting new sales accurately

30%

23%

0%

Current Use

19%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%
Percent of Respondents

N = 72
As with the general topic areas, respondents were also given a chance to list the sales topic areas for which they
felt technology‐enabled learning worked best. Figure 12 shows the top six most‐selected topics.
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Figure 12
“For which sales topic areas does technology‐enabled informal learning work best and why?”

Understanding technical/product information

62%

Communicating the value proposition

29%

Representing client success stories

19%

Positioning against the competition

14%

Acquiring sales best practices

14%

Qualifying leads

10%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Percent of Respondents

N =21
Those who selected specific sales topics reported that technology‐enabled informal learning worked well for topics
that:
•
•
•

Have frequent changes (e.g., product, competitors) that need to be communicated quickly
Are considered basic, “hard” or factual (e.g., technical or message) vs. “soft” or interpersonal
Lend themselves to interaction (e.g., two‐way discussions, questions & answers and sharing)

IV. Effectiveness in Using Technology‐Enabled Informal Learning
Besides providing details on how and where they used technology‐enabled informal learning, respondents also
rated their own performance in the following four areas:
1) Planning & Assessing Needs (e.g., content, usability, governance)
2) Repurposing & Designing Content (e.g., processes for short‐form, rapid, user‐generated content)
3) Delivering Content & Connecting People (e.g., personalization, search, suggestions, communities)
4) Analytics & Reporting (e.g., dashboards, ratings, views, polls)
As shown in Figure 13, only analytics/reporting implementation continues to challenge a significant number of
respondents. More than 78% felt their companies performed at average or above in planning/assessing needs,
repurposing and designing content and delivering content and connecting people.
30% said that their companies performed well in both areas involving content: delivering content and connecting
people as well as repurposing and designing content.
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Figure 13
“The lifecycle of implementing technology‐enabled informal learning includes the four steps below. How well
does your company perform in each of these areas?”

Analytics & Reporting
Repurposing & Designing
Content

36%

22%

46%

48%

18%

30%
% Poor

Planning & Assessing Needs

17%

60%

23%

% Average
% Well

Delivering Content &
Connecting People

16%

0%

53%

20%

40%

30%

60%

80% 100%

Percent of Respondents

N =108
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V. About this Study
110 learning, sales and marketing professionals primarily from corporate or private businesses responded to the
survey. They represent a wide variety of company sizes and industries, as shown below.

Size
“Please select the appropriate employee and revenue size range which best describes your entire company or
organization (not just the training organization you represent).”
Company size was measured in two ways – by number of employees (in ranges) and by total annual revenue in U.S.
dollars (again, in ranges). Both are reported in figures 14 and 15 below.
Figure 14

Employee Size Ranges of
Resondents' Companies
19%

20%
18%
16%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%

15%

14%
12%

8%

12%
8%

6%

5%
3%

N =106
Figure 15

Revenue Size Ranges (in U.S. Dollars) of Respondents'
Companies
30%
25%

24%
22%

20%
15%

15%
10%

11%

10%

10%
7%

5%
0%
Less than $50
million

$50‐$100
million

$100–$500
million

$500 million‐$1
billion

$1‐5 billion

$5‐25 billion

$25 billion or
more

N = 96
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Industry
Respondents were well distributed among 21 different industries, as Figure 16 illustrates. By far, the greatest
number of respondents (one in five) came from the technology sector. Slightly more than one in ten came from
business services/consulting as well as retail, with 7% or less of the remainder coming from any one of 18 other
industries.
Figure 16
“Please select the appropriate industry which best describes your entire company or organization.”

Industries of Survey Respondents
Technology (Computers, Software, etc.)
Business Services / Consulting
Retail
Training and Development
Insurance
Banking/Finance
Telecommunications
Government (State / Local)
Education (K‐graduate)
Pharmaceuticals
Manufacturing ‐ Durable
Manufacturing ‐ Non‐Durable
Health care
Government (Federal)
Construction
Utilities
Non‐profit
Media / Entertainment
Legal
Hospitality
Aerospace

21%
12%
10%
7%
7%
7%
6%
5%
5%
4%
4%
2%
2%
2%
2%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

N= 110
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About Intrepid Learning Solutions
Intrepid believes in learning. We believe it can enrich the lives of individuals, strengthen
communities and bridge global differences. In business, learning can be a powerful lever for
engaging and motivating employees, channel partners and customers alike. Businesses are
challenged to keep pace with the astonishing speed of information and technology today.
Intrepid’s mission is to apply our expertise as learning strategists and technologists to help
companies keep pace with the evolution of learning. The ways individuals access and process
knowledge continue to evolve. At Intrepid, we design technology‐enabled learning solutions
that not only adapt to how and when individuals learn best, but that also solve your company’s
specific business challenge – whether it be to quickly on‐board new employees, launch new
product training faster, reduce costs, educate a globally dispersed workforce or even build a
more loyal base of customers.
Since 1999, we have been passionately committed to the idea that learning, when thoughtfully
designed and delivered, can drive business performance.
For more information about Intrepid and our award‐winning technology‐enabled learning
solutions, go to www.intrepidls.com or call 877‐866‐4457.

About Training Industry, Inc.
Training Industry, Inc. and our portal, TrainingIndustry.com, spotlight the latest news, articles,
case studies, and best practices within the training industry. Our focus is on helping dedicated
business and training professionals get the information, insight, and tools needed to more
effectively manage the business of learning.
For more information, go to www.trainingindustry.com or call 1‐866‐298‐4203.

About This Research
Copyright © 2010 by Intrepid Learning Solutions and Training Industry, Inc. All rights reserved.
No materials from this study can be duplicated, copied, re‐published or re‐used without written
permission from Intrepid Learning Solutions or Training Industry, Inc. The information and
insights contained in this report reflect the research and observations of Intrepid Learning
Solutions and Training Industry, Inc. analysts.
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